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SOLUTION: An immersion aligner which is provided wKh a projection optical system PL

which transfers a pattern Pa drawn on a reticle R to the surface of a wafer W and

print-transfers the pattern Pa, and in which at least part of the working distance L between

the lens surface Pe of the optical system PL closest to the waferW and the wafer W, is

filled up with a liquid LQ which transmits exposing light IL is constituted so that the working

distance L may meet a relation, LSX/(0.3x i N | ) (where, X and N ^^rC) respectively

represent the wavelength of the light IL and the temperature coefficient of the refractive

index of the liquid 10). In addition, the liquid LO is prepared by adding an additive which

reduces the surface tension of pure water or increases the interface activity of the pure

water to the pure water.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflea the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description ofthe Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to an immersed type aligner

especially about the aligner which bakes the pattern drawn on the reticle on a wafer by the

projection optical system.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Although the interval between the last lens side of optical system and

the image surface was called working distance, the working distance ofthe projection optical

system of the conventional aligner was filled with air. As for this working distance, it was common

to have taken 1 0mm or more on account of making autofocus optical system intervene etc. On the

other hand, the detailed-ization is desired increasingly and it is necessary for that to attain short

wavelength-ization of exposure wavelength, or to aim at increase ofnumerical aperture about the

pattern imprinted to a wafer. However, since there is a limit in the kind of glass material which

penetrates the light of short wavelength, the immersed type aligner which attains detailed-ization of

an exposure pattern is proposed by filling a working distance with a liquid and aiming at increase of

numerical aperture.

[0003] In an immersed type aligner, there is a possibility that a distribution may arise in a refi-active

index by the temperature distribution of the liquid made to be placed between working distances.

Then, the following technology is proposed as a cure to degradation of the image formation

performance resulting fi-om the temperature change of a liquid. That is, the technology indicated by

drawing 3 of U.S. JP.4,346,164,B is proposed according to the temperature stable mechanism of a

liquid (**) as what attains stabilization of temperature, and the technology indicated by JP,6-

124873,A is proposed as what attains equalization of temperature by the excitation agitator st>'le.

Moreover, measuring temperature or a refractive index to JP,6- 124873,A similarly as what is fed

back to temperature control according to the temperature monitor mechanism of a liquid (being) is

proposed.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However (**), if it sets and how many temperature is

stabilized, as shov^m below in fact, the temperature control in the precision which is hard to be

referred to as realistic is needed [ the argument referred to as whether it is satisfactory practically is

not accomplished, but ]. moreover, (- if it takes into consideration that are and the temperature

ununiformitj' of a liquid influences an image formation performance most also about), it will be hard



to call ii an eflfective cure ihus^ it was the situation which is not conventionally although there is no

example which mentioned the restrictions about the optical parameter of a projection optical s\'stem

like a working distance itself in the well-known technolog\' about an immersed t^'pe aligner and

immersed t\'pe special conditions are taken into consideration Therefore, this invention makes eas\*

the temperature control of the liquid which fills a working distance, and makes it a technical problem

to offtT the immersed i\'pe aligner which does not cause degradation ofan image formation

performance.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] It is made in order that this invention may solve the above-

mentioned technical problem. It has the projection optical system which carries out the printing

imprint of the pattern drawn on the reticle on a wafer. In the immersed type aligner which filled at

least the part of the working distances between the lens sides and wafers which approached the

wafer of tliis projection optical s>'siem most with the liquid which penetrates exposure light WTien

the lengtli of a working distance is set to L, wavelength of exposure light is set to lambda and the

temperature coefficient of the refi-actrve index of a liquid is set to N (1 -/degree C), it is

L<=lambda/(0.3x!N|).

It is the immersed t>'pe aligner characterized by forming so that it may become, and it is the

immersed tji^e aligner characterized by using what added the additive which decreases the surface

tension of pure water or increases the degree of surface activity of pure water as the

aforementioned liquid to pure water.

[0006] An operation of this invention is explained below. If set the distance from the glass side at

the nose of cam of a projection optical s>'stem to an image formation side, i.e., a working distance,

to L, width efface of the temperature distribution of the medium which fills a working distance L is

set to deltaT, aberration of the image formation wave fi-ont resulting firom this temperature-

distribution delta! is set to deltaF and the temperature coefficient of the refi-active index of a liquid is

set to N, the following formulas (1) be materialized in approximation.

deltaF=Lx|N|xdeltaT.... (1)

[0007] About temperature-distribution deltaT of a medium, in order to attain the equalization, it

controls how and a way is assumed that about [ deltaT==0.01 degree C ] temperature distribution

exist. Therefore, image formation wave aberration deltaF is deltaF=Lx|N|x0.01 at least (la)

**** exists. N is the value which expressed the temperature coefficient of a refractive index vAih

the 1/degrec-C unit here.

[0008] The values of the temperature coefficient N of a refractive index differ greatly with a liquid

and a gas, for example, with air, to being N=-9xl0-7/degree C, in the case ofwater, it is N=-

8xlO-5/degree C, and it has an about 100 times as many difference as this. On the other hand,

although the working distance L of the projection optical system of a reduction projection aligner is

usually IJ> 1 0mm, though it is L= 1 Omm, image formation wave aberration deltaF is as follows.

Air: dehaF=10mmxi-9xlo-7/degree.C|x0.01 degree C = 0.09nm Water : deltaF=10mmx|-8xl0.

5/degree-C!x0.01 degree C = S .Onm [0009] However, generally, 1/30 or less [ of the exposure

wavelength lambda ] is desirable, namely, image formation wave aberration deltaF is delta

F<=lambda / 30 (2)

»****^jj^gj jg desirable. For example, deltaF<6.4nm is desirable when using an .\rF excimer laser

with a wavelength of 193nm as an exposure light, when the medium which fills a working distance is

water, it turns out that the yield of the according [ a working distance L ] to temperature distribution

of medium at L> 10mm like image formation wave aberration which is the conventional technology-

is too large, and a problem is produced practically



[0010] (la) From a formula and (2) formulas to L<=lambda/(0.3x|Ni) .... (3>

******. Therefore, by filling (3) formulas, the immersed t>pe aligner which carried the projection

optical system by which the wave aberration >ield produced by tlie temperature distribution in an

immersion liquid on the basis of realizable temperature stabilit>' (temperature distribution) was

stopped by 1/30 or less [ of exposure wavelength ] is obtained. The amount ofwave aberration

generated because exposure light passes through the inside of the medium which had temperature

distribution in this invention is easing the demand to temperature distribution by preparing an upper

limit in the optical path length as mentioned above pa\dng attention to being dependent on the

product of the optical path length in the amount of temperature distributions, and a medium.

Practical use can be presented with an imn^ersed t>pe aligner under the temperature control of the

immersion liquid in level realizable by this.

[0011]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Some suitable examples for this invention are explained below.

[0012]

[Explanation of the 1st example] Drawing 1 shows the whole projection-aligner composition by the

Isi example of this invention, and it shows the projection aligner of the lens scamiing method which

carries out the relative scan of Reticle R and the waferW to projection lens system PL here,

projecting the circuit pattern on Reticle R on the semiconductor wafer W through reduction

projection lens system PL which has the circular image field constituted by the tele cent rucksack in

the both sides by the side of a body and an image. The .\rF excimer laser to which an illumination

system 10 emits pulsed light with a wavelength of 193nm in drawing 1 (un-illustrating). The beam

expander which operates the cross-section configuration of the pulsed light fi-om the light source

orthopedically (un-illustrating). Optical integrators, such as a fly eye lens which carries out incidence

of the pulsed light operated orthopedically, and generates secondar^'^ light source images (meeting of

two or more point light sources) (un-illustrating), The condenser lens system which makes pulsed

light fi-om the secondan' light source image the pulse lighting light of a uniform illumination

disuibution (un-illusirating), the reticle blind (a lighting field diaphragm -) which operates the

configuration of the pulse lighting light orthopedically in the shape of [ long ] a rectangle in the

direction (the direction ofX) which intersected perpendiculariy with the scanning direction at the

time of scanning exposure (the direction ofY) The relay optical system (un-illustrating) for

collaborating with the condenser-lens system 12 in drawing 1 and a mirror 14, and carrying out

image formation of the pulsed light IL fi-om opening of the shape of un-illustrating and a rectangle of

the reticle blind as a lighting field M of the shape of the shape of a slit and a rectangle on Reticle R

is included.

[0013] At the time of scanning exposure, vacuum adsorption (depending on the case, they are

electrostatic adsorption and machine conclusion) of the reticle R is carried out by big stroke on the

reticle stage 16 in which uniform movement in the direction of one dimension is possible. In drawing-

1 , a reticle stage 16 is guided so that scanning movement of the column structure 19 top of the main

part of equipment may be carried out at the right and left in drawing (the direction ofY), and it is

guided so that it may move also in the direction (the direction of X) perpendicular to the space of

drawing. The coordinate position and minute rotation within XY flat surface of the reticle stage 16

project a laser beam on the move mirror (a plane mirror and corner mirror) MRr attached in a part

of reticle stage 16, and are serially measured by the laser interferometer system 17 which receives

the reflective beam. And the reticle-stage comroller 20 controls the motors 1 8, such as a linear

motor for driving a reticle stage 16 based on XV coordinate position measured by interferometer

svsiems 17.. and a voice coil, and controls movement of the direction of a scan of a reticle stage 16,



and movemenl of the direction of a non-scan.

[0014] Now, if the rectangle-like pulse lighting light IL injected from the condenser-lens SN'siem 12

and the mirror 14 irradiates a part of circuit pattern space on Reticle R, the image formation flux of

light from the pattern which exists in the lighting field Al vnW let 1/4 time as many reduction

projection lens s>'siem PL as this pass, and image formation projection vnl\ be carried out at the

sensitive resist layer applied to the front face ofWafer W. The optical axis AX of the projection

lens system PL passes along the central point of the circular image field, and it is arranged so that

each optical axis of an illumination system 10 and the condenser-lens sj'siem 12 may turn into the

same axle. Moreover, projection lens sy stem PL consists of lens elements of two or more sheets

made from two kinds of** material, a quartz and a fluorite, which has high permeabilit>' to

ultraviolet rays with a wavelength of 193nm, and a fluorite is used for the lens element which mainly

has positive power. The interior of the lens-barrel which furthermore fixes the lens element oftwo or

more sheets of projection lens system PL is replaced by nitrogen gas, in order to avoid absorption

by the oxygen of pulse lighting light with a wavelengtli of 193nm. Substitution by such nitrogen gas is

similarly performed to the optical path from the interior of an illumination system 10 to the

condenser-lens sj'Stem 12 (or mirror 14).

[0015] By the way, WaferW is held on the electrode-holder table WH which adsorbs the rear

face. Wall LB is formed in the whole periphery section of this electrode-holder table WH in fixed

height, and Liquid LQ is filled with the predetermined depth inside this wall LB. And vacuum

adsorption of the waferW is carried out at the hollow portion of the inner pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis of the electrode-holder table W^. Moreover the annular auxiliary plate section HRS

which encloses the periphery' of Wafer W by predetermined width of face is formed around the

inner pars basilaris ossis occipitalis ofthe electrode-holder table WH. It is determined that the

height of the front face of this auxiliary plate section HRS is mostly in agreement with the height of

the front face of the standard wafer W which adsorbed on the electrode-holder table WH.

[0016] The main functions of this auxiliar>' plate section HRS are used as a focal detection side of

an alternative of a case so that the detecting point of a focal leveling sensor may be located in the

outside of the appearance edge of Wafer W. Moreover, the auxiliary plate section HRS can be

used also [ calibration / of the focal leveling sensor used when c^irrying out scanning exposure of the

shot field / the calibration of the alignment sensor used when can\nng out alignment of the shot field

on Wafer W, and the circuit pallem on Reticle R relatively, and ]. However, it is more desirable to

use for the calibration of an alignment sensor or a focal leveling sensor the reference-mark board of

the exclusive use prepared according to the auxiliar>' plate section HRS and the indiNidual In this

case, it vnll be attached on the electrode-holder table WH so that a reference-mark board may also

become the almost same height as the projection image side of projection lens s\'stem PL in the

state of immersion, and an alignment sensor will detect various kinds of reference marks formed on

the reference-mark board in the state of immersion. In addition, an example of the method of

carrying out the calibration of the system offset of a focal sensor using the reference-mark board on

a table is indicated by for example, U.S. ;P,4,650,983,B^ and an example of the calibration method

ofvarious alignment sensors is indicated by for example, U.S. JP,5,243,195,B

[0017] By the way, by this example, since the point of projection lens sj'Stem PL is soaked in

Liquid LQ, the point at least has the stnicture where it is waterjiroofed and a liquid does not sink in

in a lens-barrel, as shown in drawing 1 . Furthermore, the inferior surface of tongue (opposed face

with Wafer WO of the lens element at the nose of cam of projection lens system PL is processed

into a flat surface or a convex with very large radius of curvature, and, thereby, can make smooth

the flow of the liquid LQ produced between the inferior surface of tongue of a lens element, and the



front face ofWaferW at the time of scanning exposure. Funhennore, by this example, although

explained in detail later, the best image fonnation side (reticle conjugate side) of projection lens

system PL in an immersion state is designed so that it may be formed in the position of about 2-

1mm from the inferior surface of tongue of the lens element at a nose of cam. Therefore, while the

thickness of the liquid layer formed between the inferior surface of tongue of the lens element at a

nose ofcam and the front face ofWaferW is also set to about 2-lnim and the control precision of

the temperature control ofLiquid LQ is eased by this, it becomes possible to also suppress

generating of the temperature-distribution nonunifomiity in the liquid layer.

[001 8] Now. the electrode-holder table WH is attached on X-Y stage 34 so that advancing-side-

by-side movement (it moves slightly with rough movement in this example) to the Z direction which

met the optical axis AX of projection lens system PL, and inclination jogging to XY flat surface

perpendicular to an optical axis AX may be possible. This X-Y stage 34 carries out two-

dimensional movement of the base surface plate 30 top in the XY direction, and the electrode-

holder table WH is attached tlirough three actuators 32A, 32B, and 32C for Z directions on X-Y

stage 34. Each actuator 32A, and B and C consist of combination mechanisms of a piezo flexible

element, a voice coil motor, a DC motor, and a lift cam etc. And if only the same amount makes a Z

direction drive three Z actuators, the parallel displacement of the elecirode-holder table WH can be

carried out to a Z direction (the direction of a focus), and if only a mutually different amount makes

a Z direction drive three Z actuators, the inclination (tilt) direction and amount of the electrode-

holder table can be adjusted.

[0019] Moreover, two-dimensional movement ofX-Y stage 34 is performed by the drive motor 36

which consists of linear motors which make the DC motor made to rotate a delivery screw and

non-contact generate a thrust. Control of this drive motor 36 is performed by the wafer stage

controller 35 which inputs the measurement coordinate position from the laser interferometer 33

which measures each position change of the direction ofX of the reflector of the move mirror MRw
fixed to the edge of the electrode-holder table WH, and the direction of Y. In addition, as whole X-

Y stage 34 composition which made the drive motor 36 the linear motor you may use the

composition indicated by JP, 8-23 3 964,A, for example.

[0020] Now, in this example, since the working distance of projection lens system PL is small and

Liquid LQ is filled in narrow interval of about 2-1mm between the lens element at the nose of cam

of the projection lens PL, and Wafer \V, it is difficult to project aslant on the wafer side

corresponding to the projection visual field of projection lens system PL the floodlighting beam of

the focal sensor of an oblique incidence light method. For this reason, in this example, the focal

alignment sensor FAD containing the focal leveling detection system of an off-axis method (method

which does not have a point detecting [ focal ] into the projection visual field of projection lens

sj'Stem PL), and the mark detection s\'stem which detects the mark for the alignment on WaferW
by the oflf-axis method is arranged on the outskias of the soflfit section of the lens-barrel of

projection lens s\'stem PL as shown in drawing 1 .

[0021] The inferior surface of tongue of the optical elements (a lens, a glass plate, prism, etc.)

attached at the nose ofcam of this focal alignment sensor FAD is arranged in Liquid LQ, as shown

in drawing 1 , and from the optical element, the lighting beam for alignment and the beam for focal

detection are irradiated on the fi-ont face ofWafer W (or auxiliar>' plate section HRS) through

Liquid LQ. -Ajid a focal leveling detection sj-siem outputs the tbcai signal Sf corresponding to the

position error over the best image formation side of the front face of Wafer W, and a mark

detection sx'stem analyzes the photoelectrical signal corresponding to the optical feature of the mark

on Wafer W. and outputs the alignment signal Sa showing XY position or the amount of position



I

gaps of a mark.

[0022] And the above focal signal Sf and alignment signal Sa are sent out to a master controller 40,

and a master controller 40 sends out the information for dri\nng three each ofZ actuator 3 2A, and

B and C the optimal based on the focal signal Sf to the wafer stage controller 35. The wafer stage

controller 35 controls Z actuator each 32A, and B and C by this so that the focal adjustment and tih

adjustment to the field which should be projected on the practice on WaferW are performed.

[0023] Moreover a master controller 40 manages the coordinate position ofX-Y stage 34 for

adjusting the relative physical relationship ofReticle R and WaferW based on the alignment signal

Sa. Furthermore, in case a master controller 40 carries out scanning exposure of each shot field on

Wafer W, as Reticle R and Wafer W carry out uniform movement with an equal velocity ratio with

the projection scale factor of projection lens system PL in the direction of it carries out the

svTichronousr control of the reticle-stage controller 20 and the wafer stage controller 35.

[0024] In addition, it is good to prepare in the direction ofY at two places, and to prepare in the

direction ofX on both sides of the point of projection lens system PL, at t^^'o places [ a total of four

], although, as for the focal alignment sensor TAD in drawing 1 ,
only one place of the point

circumference of projection lens system PL is prepared. Moreover, the mark for alignment formed

in the periphery ofReticle R and the mark for the alignment on WaferW (or reference mark on a

reference-mark board) are simultaneously delected above the reticle R in drawing 1 through

projection lens system PL, and the alignment sensor 45 of the TTR (Sulzer reticle) method which

measures the position gap with Reticle R and WaferW with high precision is formed in it. And the

position gap measurement signal from this TTR alignment sensor 45 is sent out to a master

controller 40, and is used for positioning of a reticle stage 16 or X-Y stage 34.

[0025] By the way, although the aligner of drawing 1 makes uniform movement of X-Y stage 34

carry out in the direction ofY and performs scanning exposure, it explains the reticle R at the time

of the scanning exposure, and the schedule of scanning movement ofWaferW and step movement

with reference to drawing 2 . In drawing 2 . projection lens system PL in drawing 1 is typically

expressed with the pre-group lens s>'Stem L&a and the back group lens s\'Stem LGb, and the exit

pupil Ep of projection lens system PL exists between the pre-group lens s>'stem LGa and the back

group lens s\'stem LGb, Moreover, the circuit pattern space Pa which has bigger diagonal length

than the diameter size of the circular image field by the side of the body of projection lens system

PL in the reticle R shown in drawng 2 is formed in the inside divided with the shading band SB.

[0026] -\nd scanning exposure of the field Pa on Reticle R is carried out in Reticle R to the shot

field SAa to which it corresponded on WaferW by making scanning movement ofthe waferW
carry out in the right direction in alignment with the Y-axis by constant speed Vw, making scanning

movement carry out in the negative direction in alignment with the Y-axis by constant speed Vr. At

this lime, the field AI of the pulse lighting light EL which illuminates Reticle R is set up the shape of

the parallel shape of a slit, and a rectangle extended in the direction ofX in the field Pa on a reticle,

as shown in drawing 2 , and the both ends of the direction ofX are located on the shading band

SB.

[0027] Now, image fonnation of the partial pattern contained to the pulsed light lighting field Al in

the field Pa on Reticle R is carried out to the position where it corresponded in the shot field SAa

on Wafer W by projection lens SN'Stem PL (lens systems LGa and LGb) as an image SI. And

completion of a relative scan vAxh the pattern space Pa on Reticle R and the shot field SAa on

WaferW carries out step movement only of the constant rate in the direction ofY so that Wafer W
may come to the scanning staning position to the shot field SAb of the next door of the shot field .

SAa. Irradiation of the pulse lighting light IL is interrupted during this step movement. Next, the



pattern image of an electronic circuitry is formed on the shot field SAb by moving WaferW in the

negative direction of a Y-axis by constant speed Vw to a projection image SI, moving Reticle R in

the right direction of a Y-axis by constant speed Vr to the pulsed light lighting field AI so that

scanning exposure of the image of the pattern in the field Pa ofReticle R may be carried out to the

shot field SAb on Wafer W. In addition, a technical example which uses the pulsed light firom an

excimer laser for scanning exposure is indicated by for example, U.S. JP,4,924,257,B.

[0028] By the v^'ay, if drawng 1 and the projection aligner shovvn in 2 change the configuration and

size ofopening of a reticle blind in an illumination s\'stem 10 and the configuration of the lighting field

Al is doubled vAth the circuit pattern space when the diagonal length of the circuit pattern space on

Reticle R is smaller than the diameter of the circular image field of projection lens sy stem PU the

equipment of drawing 1 can be used for it as a stepper of a step-and-rcpeat method. In this case,

while exposing the shot field on Wafer W, the reticle stage 16 and X-Y stage 34 are relaiiveh' made

into the quiescent state, a part for however, the position gap with the wafer [ as opposed to /

measure the jogging by the laser interferometer sj'siem 33, and / projection lens system PL ] W
minute when WaferW moves slightly during the exposure - Reticle R side - a flattery amendment

- what is necessar^' is just to cmy out jogging conuol of the reticle stage 16 like Moreover, when

changing the configuration and size of opening of a reticle blind, you may prepare a zoom lens

s>'stem which is centralized on the range corresponding to opening after adjusting the pulsed light

fi-om the light source which reaches a reticle blind according to change of an opening configuration

or size.

[0029] In addition, to the hand of cut of scanning exposure of the circumference of a Y-axis, i.e.,

the direction, since the field of a projection image S] is set up the shape of the shape of a slit, and a

rectangle prolonged in the direction ofX so that clearly from drawing 2 , tih adjustment under

scanning exposure is chiefly performed only in the rolling direction by this example. Of course, the

width of face of the scanning direction of the field of a projection image SI is large, and if it is the

hachures in consideration of the influence of the flatness about the scanning direction on the firont

face of a wafer, when there is nothing, naturally tilt adjustment of the hand of cut of the

circumference of the X-axis, i.e., the pitching direction, is also performed during scanning exposure.

[0030] Here, the state of the liquid LQ in the electrode-holder table WH which is the feature of the

aligner by this example is explained with reference to drawing 3 . Drawing 3 expresses the partial

cross section fi-om the point of projection lens system PL to ihe electrode-holder table WH. The

convex positive-lens clement lupus erythematosus 1 is being fixed [ the inferior surface of tongue Pe

] at the nose ofcam in the lens-barrel of projection lens system PL for the upper surface at the flat

surface. The inferior surface of tongue Pe of these lens element lupus erythematosus 1 is processed

so that it may become the end face of the point of lens-barrel hardware, and the same field (flash

plate surface processing), and it is suppressing that the flow of Liquid LQ is conftised. Beveling

processing is carried out with big curv'ature like drawing 3 , and the peripher)* comer 114

furthermore soaked in Liquid LQ by the lens-barrel point of projection lens system PL makes

resistance to the flow of Liquid LQ small, and suppresses generating and the turbulent flow of an

unnecessary eddy. Moreover, the adsorption side 1 13 wiiich the plurality which carries out vacuum

adsorption of the rear face ofWafer W projected is formed in the center of the inner pars basilaris

ossis occipitalis of the electrode-holder table WH, and it is **. This adsorption side 1 13 is

specifically made from a height of about 1mm as two or more zona-orbicularis-like lands formed in

the direction of a path ofWafer W in the shape of a concentric circle in the predetermined pitch.

And each of the slot engraved in the center of each zona-orbicularis-like land has led to the piping

1 12 connected to the source of a vacuum for vacuum adsorption inside Table WH.



[0031] Now. in this example, as shown in drawing 3 , the interval L in the best focus state of the

inferior surface of tongue Pe of lens element lupus erythematosus! at the nose ofcam of projection

lens system PL and the front face ofWaferW (or auxiliar>' plate section HRS) is set as about 2-

1mm. Therefore, the depth Hq of the liquid LQ filled in the elearode-holder table VVH of the height

of the wall LB set up to the interval L around the electrode-holder table \Vti that what is necessar\'

is [ therefore ] just about 2 to 3 or more times is good at several mm - about 10mm. Thus, the

interval L as a working distance of projection lens sj'stcm PL is written ver>' small, and there are

also few total amounts of the liquid LQ filled in the electrode-holder tableWR it ends with this

example, and a temperature control also becomes easy.

[0032] The liquid LQ used by this example here is easj' to receive, and handling uses easy pure

water. However, at this example, while decreasing the surface tension ofLiquid LQ, in order to

increase the surface activity- force, the addith'e (liquid) of the aliphatic sj^stem which is not made to

dissolve the resist layer ofWafer W, and can disregard the influence to the optical coat of the

inferior surface of tongue Pe of a lens element is added at few rate. The methyl alcohol which has a

refractive index almost equal to pure water as the additive is desirable. If it does in this way. even if

the methyl alcohol component in pure water evaporates and content concentration changes, the

advantage that refractive-index change as the whole liquid LQ can be made very small will be

acquired.

[0033] Now, although the temperature ofLiquid LQ is controlled by fixed precision to a certain

target temperature, the precision which can carry out a temperature control present comparative^

easify is about **0.01 degrees C. Then, the realistic immersion projection under such a ** tone

precision is considered, general - the temperature coefficient Na of the refractive index of air -

about -9xl0-7/degree C - it is - the temperature coefficient Nq ofthe refractive index of water -

about - it is -8x 1 0-5/degree C, and the temperature coefficient Nq of the refractive index ofwater

is larger about 2 figures On the other hand, when a working distance is set to L, amount ofwave

aberration deltaF pf the image formation which originates in amount [ of temperature changes

(temperature unevenness) ] deltaT of the medium which fills a working distance L, and is produced

is expressed with the following formula in approximation.

deltaF=LandpNJ|-deltaT [0034] Here, in the usual projection exposure which does not apply

immersion projection, amount ofwave aberration deliaFair when making 10mm and amount of

temperature changes deltaT into 0.01 degrees C is as follows about a working distance L.

dehaFair=Land|Na|-dclta - amount ofwave aberration deltaFlq obtained under the working

distance L with T**0.09nm same again and amount of temperature changes deltaT when immersion

projection is applied is as follows

deliaFlq=L, |Nq|, and deltaT**8nm[0035] The greatest amount ofwave aberration deltaFmax by

which this amount ofwave aberration is generally peniiitted 1/30 of the operating wavelength

lambda or I / when [ since 50 to about 1/1 00 was made desirable, ] an ArF excimer laser is used is

set to lambda/30, lambda / about SO to lambda/100 6.43, or 3.86.1,93nm, and is desirably set to

lambda/'lOO of 1.93nm or less. By the way. each thermal conductixnty- in 0 degree C of air and

water serves as 0.0241 W/mK with air, and it becomes 0.561 W/mK with water, and water of heat

conduction is better, it can do smaller than it in air and the temperature unevenness within the

optical path formed underwater can also make small fluctuation of the refractive index generated in

a liquid as a result. However, amount ofwave aberration deltaFlq generated though amount of

temperature changes deltaT is 0.01 degrees C when a working distance L is about 10mm. as

expressed to the formula (3) will exceed amount of pemiissible aberration deltaFmax greatly.

[0036] Then, the relation of the amount of temperature changes deltaT and the working distance L



in consideration of amount of permission wave aberration deUaFmax is set to

dcltaFmax=lambda/30>=L-|NqhdeltaT, or delta Fmax=lambda / 100 >=L, [Nq| and deltaT from

the above consideration. If amount of temperature changes deliaT assumed is made into 0.01

degrees C here and 193nm and refractive-index variation Nq of Liquid LQ are made into -8x10-

5/degree C for wavelength lambda, the working distance (thickness of a liquid layer) L needed will

be set to 8mm or 2.4mm or less. It is better to make the working distance L smaller than 2mm

desirably within limits to which Liquid LQ flows smoothl>\ While the temperature control ofLiquid

LQ becomes easy by constituting like this example as mentioned above, degradation of the

projection image produced in the wave aberration change resulting from the temperature change in a

liquid layer is suppressed, and it becomes possible to cany out projection exposure of the pattern

ofReticle R with very high resolution.

[0037]

[Explanation of the 2nd example] Next, the 2nd example of this invention is explained with

reference to drawing 4 . this example shows the temperature-control method of the applicable liquid

LQ, and the processing-method method of the liquid LQ at the time of exchange ofWaferW also

like the 1 st previous example. Therefore, the same sign is attached to previous drawing 1 and the

same thing as the member in three in drawing 4 . Now, two or more adsorption sides 1 13 are

formed in the wafer installation section formed in the inner pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of the

elecu-ode-holder tableWH as a circular crevice in drawing 4 . And the slot 51 used for supply and

eccrisis ofLiquid LQ is fonncd around the circular wafer installation section annularly, and a part of

the slot 51 is connected with the external pipe 53 through the path 52 formed in Table WH.

Moreover, directly under [ of the wafer installation section in the electrode-holder table WH ], and

directly under the auxiliary plate section HRS, the heat regulators 50A and 50B, such as the Peltier

element, are embedded, a thermo sensor 55 is attached in the suitable position on the electrode-

holder table (desirably two or more places), and the temperature of Liquid LQ is detected

precisely. And heat regulators 50A and 50B are controlled by the controller 60 so that the

temperature of the liquid LQ detected by the thermo sensor 55 becomes constant value.

[0038] On the other hand, the pipe 53 is connected to the liquid supply unit 64 and the drainage

pump 66 through the change bulb 62. The change bulb 62 answers instructions from a controller

60, and it operates so that the passage which supplies the liquid LQ from the liquid supply unit 64 to

a pipe 53, and the passage which returns the liquid LQ from a pipe 53 to the supply unit 64 through

a drainage pump 66 may be changed. Moreover, in the supply unit 64, thermoregulator 64B which

maintains at fixed temperature the whole liquid LQ in a tank including pump 64A which supplies

Liquid LQ, and its pump 64A from the reserve tank (un-illustrating) which can hold the whole liquid

LQ on the electrode-holder table WH, and this tank is prepared. Furthermore in the above

composition, each operation of a bulb 62, pump 64A, thermoregulator 64B, and a drainage pump

66 is controlled by the controller 60 in generalization.

[0039] Now, in such composition, ifWafer W is laid on two or more adsorption sides 1 13 in the

state where it was conveyed and pulley alignment was carried out on the installation section of the

electrode-holder table WH, reduced pressure fixation will be carried out through the piping 112 for

vacuum adsorption shown in drawing 3 . In the meantime, it is being continued by controlling heat

regulators 50A and 50B the temperature used as a target. ,\nd ifvacuum adsorption of Wafer W is

completed, the change bulb 62 wall change from a closing position to the supply unit 64 side, the

liquid LQ by which the temperature control was carried out will be poured in only for a constant

rate inside the wall LB of the electrode-holder table WH through a pipe 53, a path 52, and a slot

51 by the operation of pump 64A, and the change bulb 62 will return lo a closing position. Then, if



the exposure to WaferW is completed, the chance bulb 62 wll change from a closing position to a

drainage-pump 66 side immediately, and the liquid LQ on TableWH will be returned in the reserve

lank of the supply unit 64 through a slot 51 and a pipe 53 by the operation of a drainage pump 66.

Based on the detecting signal from the thermo sensor in a reserve tank, the temperature control of it

is precisely carried out by thermoregulator 64B until the liquid LQ returned in the tank can prepare

the following wafer.

[0040] Thus, since according to this example the temperature control ofthe liquid LQ under

immersion exposure was carried out. Liquids LQ are collected in the supply unit 64 and it was

made to carr>' out a temperature control during wafer exchange operation with the heat regulators

50A and SOB in the electrode-holder table WH, while wafer exchange is attained in the

atmosphere, there is an advantage referred to as being able to prevent the big temperature change

of Liquid LQ. the liquid LQ which is ftirthermore poured into the electrode-holder table WH after

wafer exchange according to this example - even if- setting temperature — receiving — being

small (for example, about 0,5 degrees C) - though it ditfers. since the deptli Hq (refer to drawing 3

) of a liquid layer is shallow generally and setting temperature may be reached comparative^ early,

time to wait for temperature stabilitj' may also be shonened

[0041]

[Explanation of the 3rd example] Next, the 3rd example is explained v^dth reference to drawing 5 .

Drawing 5 expresses the panial cross section of the electrode-holder tableWH which improved the

composition of pre\'ious drawing 3 , the electrode-holder tableWH of this example has separated

on the wafer chuck 90 holding Wafer W, and the ZL stage 82 which performs Z direction

movement and tilt movement for focaJ leveling, and the wafer chuck 90 is laid on the ZL stage 82.

And the ZL stage 82 is formed on X-Y stage 34 through three Z actuators 32A and 32C (32B

omits). And the paths 53A and 53B connected to Wall LB, the auxiliary plate section HRS, the

piping 112 for vacuum adsorption, supply ofLiquid LQ, and the pipe 53 (refer to drawing 4 ) for

eccrisis are formed in the chuck 90 like drawing K and 3 and 4, respectively-. However, path 53A

is connected with a part for the periphery of the auxiliary plate section HRS of the wafer chuck 90

interior, and path 53B is connected with the lowest ponion of the wafer installation section of the

pars basilaris ossis occipitalis in the wafer chuck 90. Thus, formation of the path for liquid eccrisis

and pouring in the wafer chuck 90 to two or more places performs receipts and payments of a

liquid quickly.

[0042] Funhermore, by this exajiiple, three breakthroughs (two are illustrated) 91 are formed in the

center section of a chuck 90, and three pin centerjarge rise pins (two are illustrated) 83 which

move up and dowTi through this breakthrough 91 are formed on the vertical-movement drive 85.

This vertical-movement drive 85 is fixed to an X-Y stage 34 side. The three pin centerjarge rise

pins 83 are for only a constant rate lifting the waferW on a chuck 90 from an installation side at the

time of wafer exchange, or taking down WaferW on an installation side, and where vacinim

adsorption of the waferW is carried out in the installation side of a chuck 90, as shown in drawing

5 , the apical surface of the pin centerjarge rise pin 83 is set as the position which fell rather than the

installation side of a chuck 90.

[0043] On the other hand, it is constituted by the point of projection lens system PL used by this

example so that parallel monotonous CG of the quanz fixed to the optical axis AX and the

perpendicular may be attached at the nose ofcam of the sub lens-barrel 80, therefore lens element

lupus er>'thematosusl (plano-convex lens) at a nose of cam may not be soaked in Liquid LQ. In this

example, the interval of the inferior surface of tongue of this parallel monotonous CG and the fi'ont

face ofWafer W serves as a working distance on appearance, and is set as 2mm or less like a



previous example. Moreover, the anchoring side with parallel monotonous CG of the sub lens-

bairel 80 is waterproofed, and the interior of the sub lens-barrel 80 is filled up wth nitrogen gas.

[0044] Thus, if parallel monotonous CG is prepared at the nose of cam of projection lens system

PL, e\'en if a substantial back focus distance (distance from the optical element at a nose of cam

with refractive power to the image surface) of projection lens system PL is about 10-1 5mm, the

immersion projection which the working distance L was easily set [ projection ] to about l-2mnv

and reduced the influence of the temperature change of a liquid is realizable. Moreover, since

parallel monotonous CG can be prepared by post-installatioa it becomes possible [
correcting

easily the local very small distortion aberration (or random distortion) produced within the

projection image ] by grinding a part of front face of parallel monotonous CG to the 1 /several about

order ofwavelength. That is, parallel monotonous CG will combine the fimciion as an aperture

which protects the latest lens element of projection lens s>'stem PL from a liquid, and the function as

a distortion corrector plate. In addition, since the image formation performances of projection lens

system PL including parallel monotonous CG are guaranteed if another view is carried out, there is

no change in parallel monotonous CG being the latest optical element of projection lens sj'Stem PL.

[0045]

[Explanation of the 4th example] Next, the 4th example of tliis invention is explained with reference

to drawing 6 . The example shown in previous drawing 5 is related, and this example is related with

the wafer exchange at the time of using the projection optical SN'stem which made the working

distance very small for the immersion projection exposing method. In drawing 6 , the reference

mirror ML (the object for the directions ofX and for the directions ofY) reflected in response to

die beam BSr for reflsrence from the laser interferometer 33 shown in drawing 1 is being fixed to the

soffit section ofthe lens-barrel of projection lens system PL. And the beam BSm for length

measurement from a laser interferometer 33 is projected by the move mirror N4Rw fixed to the edge

of the ZL stage 82 as shown in previous drawing 5 , the reflective beam returns to a laser

interferometer 33, it interferes with the retlective beam of the beam BSr for reference, and the

coordinate position of the reflector of the move mirror MRw, i.e., X ofWafer W, and the

coordinate position ofthe direction ofY are measured on the basis of the reference mirror N4L.

Now, also in this example, the ZL stage 82 is attached on X-Y stage 34 through three Z actuators

32A and 32B (32C omits), and it can move in a Z direction and the direction of a tih on it.

However, it is combined with X-Y stage 34 through flat springs 84A and 84B (84C omits) by three

places of the circumference of it, and the ZL stage 82 is supported so that the rigidity of the

horizontal direction (inside ofXY side) to X-Y stage 34 may become very- large.

[0046] And although the wafer chuck 90 as pre\ious drawing 5 also wth the same this example is

formed on the ZL stage 82. a diflerent point from drawing 5 is having made it the composition

which boils the wafer chuck 90 comparatively with the drives 88A and S8B oftwo or more Z

directions, and moves to a Z direction to the ZL stage 82 by big stroke (about 10-1 5mm). unlike Z

actuator 32A for focal le\'eling, and B and C, these drives 88A and 88B move the wafer chuck 90

among the ends of the stroke - sufficient ~ it is good at the eas>' elevation function using the air

cylinder, the link mechanism, etc. Furthermore in the example of drawing 6 , it is fixed, without the

pin center,large rise pin 83 shown in previous drawing 5 moving up and down on X-Y stage 34.

And after the wafer chuck 90 has gone up most like drawing 6 , the front face ofWafer W was set

as about l-2mm from the field of the optical element at the nose of cam of projection lens system

PL, and the apical surface of the pin center.large rise pin 83 has fallen to the down side (about 2-

3mm) more slightly than the wafer installation side of the wafer chuck 90.

[0047] With the above composition, drawing 6 will discharge the liquid LQ on the wafer chuck 90



temporarily by eccrisis operation of the liquid LQ shown in previous drawing 4 .
if the state at the

lime of exposure operation to WaferW is expressed and the exposure operation is completed.

Then, when vacuum adsorption ofthe wafer chuck 90 is canceled. Drives 88A and 88B are

operated and the wafer chuck 90 is made doA^-ned at the bottom from the position of drawing 6 .

While WaferW is again carried by this on three apical surfaces of the pin cenier,large rise pin 83. it

is positioned so that the upper-limit side of the wall LB of the wafer chuck 90 circumference may

become lower than the apical surface (the inside ofdrawng 3 the inside of the inferior surface of

toncue Pe oflens element lupus erythematosus!, and drawing 5 inferior surface oftongue of parallel

monotonous CG) of projection lens s^'stcm PL. IfX-Y stage 34 is moved to a wafer exchange

position in the state. WaferW will be pulled out from directly under [ of projection lens system PL

] and will move to the direction ofthe arm 95 for conveyance. It is in the state set as height which

becomes lower than the waferW on the pin cenier,large rise pin 83 more highly than the upper-limit

side of the wall LB of the wafer chuck 90 at this time as for an arm 95, and enters into WaferW
bottom. And an arm 90 performs vacuum adsorption, lifting WaferW slighUy upward, and conve>'S

WaferW towards a predetermined unload position. Carrying in ofWaferW is performed

completely contrary to the above sequence.

[0048] By the way, since the pool ofLiquid LQ spreads out directly under the optical path of a

reference beam B Sr in the case of a method with which a laser imerieromeier 33 projects a

reference beam BSr on the reference minor ML of projection lens s>'Stem PL as shown in drawing

6 it is possible to give fluctuation to the optical path of a reference beam BSr by elev'ation ofthe

saturated steam of the liquid LQ. Then, in this example, the covering board 87 is arranged between

the optical path of a reference beam BSr, and Liquid LQ, and ihe fluctuation which mtercepts the

steamy style which goes up from Liquid LQ. and is generated in the optical path of a reference

beam BSr is prevented.

[0049] In addition, in order to make the optical path of a reference beam BSr stabiUty more, you

may ventilate the up space of the covering board 87 in the pure air by which the temperature control

was carried out in the direction which intersects an optical path. 1ji this case, the covering board 87

can be equipped also with the fijnction to prevent that the air for optical-path air-conditioning is

sprayed on the direct liquid LQ, and can reduce unnecessary evaporation ofLiquid LQ. Moreover,

it may replace with the mere covering board 87, and the whole optical path of a reference beam

BSr may be made wrap composition with a windshield tube.

[0050] J -u f

[Explanation of the 5th example] Next, the 5th example of this invention is explamed with reference

to drawing 7 (A) and (B). this example combines the pin cemer.large rise mechanism (a pm 83. Z

mechanical component 85) shov^Ti in drawing 5 wiih the structure of the electrode-holder table WH

shown in previous drawing 1 , and it improves the electrode-holder table WH so that wafer

exchange may be simplified. And drawing 7 (B) expresses the flat surface of the improved

electrode-holder table WH, and drawing 7 (A) expresses the cross section of7A view m drawing 7

(B) The electrode-holder table WH is held through three Z actuators 32A and .>2C (32B omits) on

X-Y stage 34. and three breakthroughs 91 are formed near the cemer of the electrode-holder table

WH so that the drawing 7 (A) and (B) may show. In this breakthrough 91. the pin cemcnlarge nse

pin 83 which moves up and down by the mechanical component 85 passes.

[0051] As explained also in advance, if the height of the lowest end face of projection lens system

PL remains as it is, it is separated from the from face of the auxiliary plate section HRS (wafer W)

only about 2mm. The upper limit of the wall LB furthermore prepared around the electrode-holder

table WH is higher than the lowest end face of projection lens sy5;tem PL. Therefore, when it



t

constitutes so that X-Y stage 34 may be moved as it is for wafer exchange and a wafer may be

piUled out from direct^ under [ of projection lens sj'stem PL ]. the lens-barrel ofprojection lens

system PL will be needed a diameter size grade, and a part ofwidth of face of the auxiliary plate

section HRS wiU enlarge content volume of the electrode-holder tableWH on which Liquid LQ is

poured in. - . i j u u
[0052] Then, in this example, as shown in drawing 7 , a part ofwall LB of the electrode-holder

table WH was cut and lacked, and the fluid-tight door section DB which can be opened and closed

freety there was formed. While Liquid LQ is poured in, this fluid-tight door section DB has always

closed the notching section ofWall LB in the state of fluid-tight, as sho>\'n in drawing 7 (A) and (B).

and ifLiquid LQ is discharged from the electrode-holder table WH, it will open it Uke the dashed

line in drawing 7 (A). In the state where it opened, the fluid-tight door section DB is set up so that it

mav become low a little rather than the height of the front face of the auxiUary plate section HRS.

Moreover, O ring OLs (notching section ofWall LB etc.) who ensure fluid-tight nature like drawing

7 (B) are prepared in the proper poshion at a part for the wall by the side of the electrode-holder

table WH main part which touches the wall of the fluid-tight door section DB.

[0053] In the above composition, when exchanging the wafer on the electrode-holder table WH,

after discharging the liquid LQ in the electrode-holder table WH first, the fluid-tight door section

DB is opened. Then, when X-Y stage 34 is moved to right-hand side in drawing 7 , a wafer will be

pulled out from directly under [ of projection lens sj'stem PL ]. Projection lens s>'stem PL is located

in the headroom ofthe fluid-tight door section DB opened exactly at this time. And a wafer is easily

exchangeable, if the pin center.large rise pin 83 is raised and a wafer is lifted more highly than Wall

LB.

[0054] There is an advantage temperature management of Liquid LQ not only becomes easy, but

that become possible to make into the minimum the diameter of the wall LB which encloses the

circumference of the electrode-holder tableWH according to this example, become possible to

stop the total amount.ofthe liquid LQ filled in the electrode-holder tableWH to the minimum, and

the pouring discharge time ofLiquid LQ becomes the minimum. In addition, although it is not

necessar\' at the time of the composhion of the 4th example of the above to prepare the fluid-tight

door section especially since a wafer chuck descends, in the composition ofthe 4th example, you

may prepare the fluid-tight door section still more.

[0055] ... .

[Explanation of the 6th example] Next, drawing 8 shows the 6th example of this mvention, and uses

the lower container 7 and the up comainer 8 in this example. Wafer electrode-holder 3a which lays

a wafer 3 is formed in the inside bottom ofthe lower container 7, the upper surface ofthe lower

container 7 is sealed by the base of the up container 8, and the complete product of the lower

container 7 is completely filled by immersion liquid 7a. Inunersion liquid 8a is filled by the another

side up comainer 8, and last lens side la of a projection optical system 1 is dipped in the immersion

liquid 8a.
. , •j

[0056] After being led to a thermorcgulator 6 from the exhaust port 5 prepared in the unilateral side

of the lower container 7 and recei\ing temperature control in a thermorcgulator 6, it circulates

through a part of immersion liquid 7a in the lower container 7 so that it may return to the lower part

[ inlet / which was prepared in the other sides of the lower container 7 / 4 ] container 7. The thermo

sensor (not shown) is attached in two or more [ in the lower container 7 ], and based on the output

from a thermo sensor, the thermorcgulator 6 is contfolled so that the temperature of immersion

liquid 7a in the lower container 7 becomes fixed. Moreover, the same temperature control

mechanism is established also about immersion liquid 8a in the up container 8.



[0057] In this example, the wafer 3 is moved by moving the lower container 7 and the up container

8 as one. On the other hand, since the immersion liquid in the lower container which held the wafer

3 is sealed substantially, it is not only advantageous in respect of temperature stabUiij', but it does

not generate the pressure distribution by flows, such as an eddy in an immersion liquid. That is.

although the pressure distribution in an immersion liquid serve as fluctuation ofa refractive index and

it becomes the factor of image formation wave aberration aggravation, that pressure distribution

become a problem in this 6th example is only immersion Uquid 8a filled by the up container 8, and it

can ease the influence of the immersion liquid flow at the time of wafer movement by forming the

optical path L8 of this portion shon enough to the lc\'el which does not become a problem

practically.

[0058] In addition, although the lower container 7 and the up container 8 were moved as one m this

example, only the lower container 7 can be moved and the up container 8 can also be fixed.

Immersion liquid 8a in the up container 8 will stop completely at the time of this composition.
^

Therefore, among working distances L, it is desirable to form Uiinly enough the thickness L7 of

immersion liquid 7a in the lower part [ thickness / ofimmersion Uquid 8a in the up container 8 / L8 ]

container 7.

[0059] ...
[Explajiation of other modifications] As mentioned above, although each example of this invention

was explained, as shown in pre\'ious drawing 1 , since the working distance at the time of immersion

projection exposure is very as small as about l-2mm, the focus to WaferW shaU use the focal

alignment sensor FAD of an off-axis method. However, you may establish the focal detection

mechanism of the TTL (Sulzer lens) method which projects the beam for focal detection on a wafer

- through the periphery within the projection visual field of projection lens system PL, and measures

the height position or incUnation on the front face of a wafer as indicated by U.S. JP,4,801.977,B.

U.S. JP,4,383,757,B, etc., for example.

[0060] Moreover, although the focal alignment sensor FAD shown in drawing 1 shall detect the

alignment mark on WaferW optically by the off-axis method, it is good also as an alignment sensor

of the TTL method which detects the mark on WaferW other than the TTR alignment sensor 45 in

drawing 1 to which this alignment sensor also detects the mark on WaferW through Reticle R and

projection lens s>'stcm PL only through projection lens s^^stem PL. Furthermore, if it has the

projection optical SN'Stem which carries out projection exposure under an ultraviolet-rays region

(wavelength of400nm or less), this invention can completely be similarly applied, even if it is the

aligner ofwhat composition.

[0061]

[Effect of the Invention] By this invention, the ***' t^Te aligner to which image formation

performance sufficiem within the limits of a realizable temperature control was guaranteed was

offered as mentioned above.


